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In today's fast-evolving automotive landscape, high-security vehicles are a frequent 

sight on our streets. These cars boast intricate key systems engineered to deter theft and 

bolster security. But what do you do when you require a replacement key for such a 

high-security vehicle? 

 



In this article, we will explore the nuances of replacing keys for high-security vehicles, 

examining the difficulties, remedies, and recommended guidelines in the process. 

Understanding High-Security Vehicle Key Systems 

Advanced high-security vehicle key systems surpass the conventional mechanical keys 

we commonly know. They incorporate sophisticated electronic elements like 

transponders and immobilizers, collaborating to thwart unauthorized entry to the 

vehicle. For instance, transponders communicate with the car's onboard computer, 

ensuring that only a key with the precise code can initiate the engine. This formidable 

security setup greatly hinders thieves from circumventing the protective measures and 

absconding with the vehicle. 

 

Challenges of Replacing Keys for High-Security Vehicles 

While high-security key systems provide exceptional security, they also bring forth 

distinctive challenges when it comes to replacing keys: 

Complex Technology:  

The intricate electronic components found in high-security vehicle keys require 

specialized equipment & a high level of expertise to successfully duplicate. 

For professional Subaru Key Replacement solutions, get in touch with Keys4Cars! 

https://www.keys4cars.co.nz/Lost-Subaru-car-keys-Tauranga/Locked-Out-of-Subaru-Car-Tauranga


Dealer Dependency:  

Many high-security vehicle owners believe that only authorized dealerships can replace 

their keys due to the complexity of the process, leading to potential inconvenience and 

higher costs. 

Programming Requirements:  

Replacing a high-security key often involves reprogramming the vehicle's computer to 

recognize the new key, which requires specific software and technical knowledge. 

 

Solutions for Car Key Replacement in High-Security Vehicles 

Despite the challenges, there are several options available for replacing keys in high-

security vehicles: 

Authorized Dealerships: Dealerships have the knowledge, tools, and equipment to 

replace high-security keys. While reliable, this option can be expensive and may require 

towing the vehicle to the dealership. 



Expert Automotive Locksmiths: Certain locksmiths focus their expertise on 

automotive services, particularly in the realm of high-security key replacement. 

Selecting a reputable locksmith with a proven track record in handling advanced key 

systems is crucial. 

Mobile Key Replacement Services: Mobile locksmith services have become 

increasingly popular for their convenience. These professionals can come to your 

location equipped with the necessary tools to replace and program high-security keys on 

the spot. 

 

Best Practices for High-Security Car Key Replacement 

Research: Look for reputable locksmiths or mobile key replacement services in your 

area with experience in dealing with high-security vehicles. 

Verify Credentials: Before allowing anyone to work on your vehicle's key system, verify 

their credentials and ensure they are licensed and insured. 
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